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ABSTRACT
In the recent years, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) have been the topic of many researches through optimizations.Differential
Evolution (DE) is one of the most popular optimization methods for real-valuedproblems and a large number of its variants have been
proposed so far. However, bringingtogether different ideas that already led to successful DE versions is rare in the literature In this
paper we propose a novel DE based MemeticAlgorithm(DEBMA) which hybridizes the differential evolution algorithm with a Local
Search (LS)method to control the convergence rate of the population. In the proposed algorithm, some individuals are chosen for local
refinement using a LS method, which leads to a smoother variation and a longer memory effect. The LS demonstrates a potential for
interpreting evolution of the algorithm and to control its convergence. In this paper we describe an application of EAs to the design of
fractional order proportional-integral-derivative (FOPID) controllers which involve a fractional order integral and a fractional order
derivative. Fractional order controllers are more complex to design due to five design parameters. Here we use EAs to design an
optimal FOPID controller to control a Bioreactor plant.To show the performance of both the FOPID and the proposed algorithm, a
comparison between the designed controller using MA, simple DE and the conventional PID controller is presented.
Keywords: Fractional Calculus, Fractional Order PID Controller, Memetic Algorithm, Differential Evolution.

INTRODUCTION
Fractional-order calculus has a 300-year-old mathematical
concept behind1,2. Since Podlubny3,14 proposed fractionalorder controllers and then demonstrated their effectiveness in
actuating the desired fractional-order system responses, they
have attracted considerable attention and been a subject of
extensive researches in the last few years4,5. Few recent works
through using fractional-order controllers for fractional-order
systems can be figured at Chen et al6,7, Nakagawa and
Siromachi8. Petras9 proposed a method based on the pole
distribution of the characteristic equation in the complex
plane. Vinagre et al10, came up with a frequency domain
method based on the desired crossover frequency and phase
margin to design the controller. Dorcak et al11, proposed a
design method in state space based on feedback pole
placement. Chengbin and Hori12 showed that by cascading a
proper fractional unit to an integer order controller, the
fractional-order controller can be synthesized. In fractionalorder controller design, the transient response and the
frequency response of the non-integer integral and its
application to control systems were first introduced in13. The

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is perhaps
the most widely used controller in industries due to the
simplicity of designing and implementation for process control
applications. Fractional-order PIλDµ extends the integer order
of the traditional PID to the fractional-order both in time
domain and in the frequency domain10.
A simple yet powerful evolutionary algorithm (EA) which was
first proposed by Storn and Price15-17 is the Differential
Evolution (DE) algorithm. DE is a population based
evolutionary mechanism, which uses simple operators to
create new candidate solutions. It has been proved that in realworld applications DE is a reasonably fast, accurate and robust
optimizer for many optimization problems. Due to its simple
concept and easy implementation, DE has attracted much
attention and wide applications in different fields18,19.
However, DE is easily trapped in local minima and does not
guarantee the convergence to the global optimum20. Over the
years, a class of hybrid EAs called memetic algorithms (MAs)
have been widely applied for many complex optimization
problems, such as scheduling problems21, combinatorial
optimization problems22, and multi-objective optimization
problems. MAs are population based metaheuristics composed
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of an evolutionary framework and a set of local search (LS)
algorithms which are activated within the generation of cycle
of the external framework23,24. Recent works show an obvious
improvement in the performance of EAs by combining
problem-dependent LS. In the framework of MAs, EA
operators are used for global search and LS operators are used
for local improvement, which can maintain an efficient
balance between exploration and exploitation of an algorithm.
In the present article, we design a PIλDµ controller for
bioreactor control using EAs expressed above and then
compare their performance in designing the controller with the
conventional PID controller. The rest of the article is
organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of
the fractional calculus and fractional-order control systems.
Section 3 demonstrates how EAs can be applied to design the
fractional-order PID. Section 4 describes the DE algorithm. In
section 5 the proposed MA is described in details. Section 6
describes the Bioreactor control system and finally section 6
presents simulation results and comparisons.
Fractional calculus and fractional-order systems: a brief
overview
To study the fractional-order controllers the starting point is
studying a branch of mathematical analysis which is fractional
calculus. Fractional calculus is a generation of ordinary
differential calculus which considers the possibility of taking
real number power of differential and integration operator.
There are different ways to define fractional-order derivatives
and integrals. The generalized differ-integral operator can be
met as follows
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[ ]
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Where the real order of differ-integral is represented by q, the
parameter for which the differ-integral is taken is  and  is
the lower limit which in almost all cases considered to be 0
and left out of the notation. Among all different definitions,
the Grunwald-Letnikov definition is perhaps the best known14.
The  order fractional derivative of continuous function 
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In time domain, a fractional-order system is described by an nterm inhomogeneous fractional-order differential equation as
follows

a ; D=> yt + a ;% D=>AB yt + ⋯ + a  D=D yt
(5)
= bF DGH ut + bF% DGHAB ut + b DGD ut.
The fractional-order transfer function of such a system can be
obtained using the Laplace transform as follows
bF s GH ut + bF% s GHAB ut + ⋯ + b s GD
(6)
JK s =
a ; s => yt + a ;% s =>AB yt + ⋯ + a  s =D
Where βM  = 0,1, … ,  and αM  = 0,1, … , N are
arbitrary real numbers, βM > βM% > ⋯ > β > 0, αM >
αM% > ⋯ > α > 0, bM  = 0,1, … ,  and a M  =
0,1,…,N are arbitrary constants.
The EA-based design of fractional-order PID controllers
The FOPID controller
The PI λ Dµ controller is by no mean the most common form
of a fractional-order PID controller which involves an
integrator of order λ and a differentiator of order µ. The
orders λ and µ are not necessarily integer, but any real
numbers. The differential equation of fractional-order QR S µ
controller is described by
Y
T = UV 0 + UW X 0 + U  0
(7)
λ µ
The continuous form of fractional-order PI D can be
obtained using the Laplace transform as follows
(8)
JZ [ = UV + UW [ X + U [ Y

Obviously, by selecting \ = 1 and µ = 1, a conventional PID
controller can be obtained. The selections of \ = 1, µ = 0 and
\ = 0, µ = 1 corresponds the classical QR and Q controllers
respectively. So it is clear that all these classical types of QR
controllers are the special cases of the fractional-order PI λ Dµ
controller
given
by8.
As
shown
in
Riemann25
Liouvilledefinition , fractional-order systems have an infinite
dimension. So all the past input must be memorized in order to
realize fractional-order controllers perfectly. Fractional-order
PI λ Dµ controllers generalize the integer-order QR controllers
and expand them from point to plane, Resulting in one of the
most advantages of the PI λ Dµ controllers which is more
flexibility to controller design, due to adding two more degree
of freedom to adjust the dynamical properties of the controller
and so better control of dynamical systems, which are
described by fractional-order mathematical models.
Formulation of the objective function
Based on the dominant roots method (root locus method) of
synthesizing integral QRcontrollers26, a design approach is
presented. As in the classical root locus method, the damping
ratio ] and the un-damped natural frequency ^ of the closed
loop system are found out based on the user desired
specifications of rise time _` and peak overshoot aV . The
dominant poles will be
Q%,b = −ζ^ ± e^ f1 − ] b = −g ± eh (9)
Let the closed loop transfer function be
i[
J[
=
(10)
/[ 1 + J[j[
Where JV [ is the transfer function of the process to be
controlled, JZ [ =

kl
ml

is that of the controller and J[ =

JZ [JV [. The feedback gain is assumed as unity, i.e.
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j[ = 1. According to (10) the characteristics equation of
the closed loop system will be
1 + J[j[ = 0 → 1 + JZ [JV [ . 1 = 0
(11)
Clearly, the poles of the system are the roots of this
characteristics equation, so they will obviously satisfy the
equation. Thus from (11) we have
1 + oUV + UW [X + U [Y pJV [ = 0 12
Where[ = −g + eh. The equation has five unknown
parameters to be designed. Let / be the real part, R the

imaginary part and ψ = N%   the phase angle of the
t
complex expression (12). Thus, the objective function will be
as follows
u"UV , UW , \, U , μ# = |/|b + |R|b + |x|b 13
Our aim is to find out an appropriate optimal solution set
"UV , UW , \, U , µ#for whichu = 0. To find the desired set of
parameters that leads to optimal value of u, a five dimensional
search space is selected. So each parameter vector in EAs has
five components.
The Differential Evolution Algorithm
The differential evolution algorithm involves two phases:
initialization and evolution. In the initialization phase, if
nothing is known about the problem the DE population is
generated randomly. In the evolution phase, individuals from
the population go through mutation, crossover, and selection
process repeatedly until the termination criterion is met[16].
Without loss of generality, a minimization problem g is
discussed here.
min g,
g = [g% , gb , … , g} ]
(14)
wheregis the objective function, and g is the decision
vector consisting of N variables.
s

In the standard DE model, each individual represents a
candidate solution to gwithin the search space. at each
generation,the objective function is evaluated for each
individual. The obtained value, or fitness, is used to assess the
quality of the individuals and the best member is noted in
order to keep track of the progress that is made during the
optimization process. The basic procedure of DE is
summarized as follows.
1. Randomly initialize the population of individual for DE.
2. Evaluate the objective values of all individuals, and
determine the best individual which has the best objective
value.
3. Perform mutation operation for each individual in order to
obtain each individual’s corresponding mutant vector.
4. Perform crossover operation between each individual and
its corresponding mutant vector in order to obtain each
individual’s trial vector.
5. Evaluate the objective values of the trial vectors.
6. Perform selection operation between each individual and
its corresponding trial vector so as to generate the new
individual for the next generation.
7. Determine the best individual of the current new
population with the best objective value. If the objective
value of the current best individual is better than that of
best individual, then update best individual and its
objective value.

8.

If a stopping criterion is met, then output best individual
and its objective value; otherwise go back to step 3.
9. The Proposed Memetic Algorithm
Memetic DE algorithms combine global search DE method
with some local search procedures. To propose a novel
Memetic DE algorithm, a number of important questions must
be addressed: which local search methods to choose, which
individuals within DE population should follow the local
search, how frequently local search should be commenced and
how many fitness calls may it use. Various local search
methods are used by Memetic DE algorithms, from a very
simple random walk [28] or chaotic search [29] to heuristics
like Adaptive hill descending with simplex crossover [30],
Simulated Annealing, Hooke Jeeves Algorithm [31],
Rosenbrock method or Nelder–Mead simplex [32]. In
DEBMA an intermediate approach is proposed, which benefit
from the idea of Local mutation model – only individuals that
are better than all other individuals within p% neighborhood
have a chance to follow the local search (here p% is set to
20%). This way the number of individuals that have a chance
to commence local search may vary from 0 to almost 10% of
the population, depending on relation in fitness among
neighboring individuals. The basic procedure of DE-based
MA is summarized as follows..
1. Randomly initialize the population of individuals.
2. Evaluate the objective values of all individuals, and determine
the best individual which has the best objective value.
3. Select individuals from current population for local
refinement, and apply local search upon each of selected
individuals.
4. If the objective value of the selected individuals is better than
that of its best, then update its position and its objective value.
5. While (stopping criterion not met)
6. Update the position for each individual and determine the
objective value for each individual.
7. If the objective value of the thindividual is better than that of
its best, then update its position and its objective value.
8. Select individuals from current population for local
refinement, and apply local search upon each of selected
individuals.
9. If the objective value of the best individual is better than that
of best of all individuals, then update the best individual and
its objective value.
10. If a stopping criterion is met, then output best individual and
its objective value; otherwise go back to step 6.
Bioreactor Control System
Biochemical reactors are cylindrical culture vessels used for
the fermentation process in which anaerobic breakdown of
complex organic materials by the action of anaerobic microorganism or free enzymes takes place. Materials such as
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, which are called substrate, and other
nutrients are brought with the cell into the culture vessel
(bioreactor) and converted within the cell via hundreds of
reactions to the various constituents of the cell as well as to
biochemical product. Bioreactors provide a controlled
environment that is necessary to bring the better growth of
microbes, and also maintain constant temperature according to
the need of microbes.
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The transfer function relating the dilution-rate to the biomass
concentration is28:
−1.39[ b − 1.99[ − 0.2577
(15)
Gs = }
[ + 1.408[ b + 0.656[ + 0.1013
Experimental Results
To check the performance of the proposed algorithm in
designing fractional PI λ Dµ controllers, we applied it on the
Bioreactor system. Table I. summarizes the test problem with
the corresponding user specifications including the desired
maximum overshoot and rise time to design the controllers
and the parameter settings used for the EAs. In order to
compare both, the performance of PI λ Dµ on controlling and
the performance of the proposed MA in tuning the controller,
we designed two PI λ Dµ controllers using DE and the proposed
MA and then compared the results with the conventional
PIDcontroller.
The simulation results for the Bioreactor control using the
conventional PID controller (the green line), the FOPID
controller tuned by DE (the red line) and the FOPID controller
tuned by the proposed MA (the light blue line) are shown in
“Fig.1”. As is obvious, FOPIDs enhance the performance and
lead to better responses than conventional PID controllers.The
conventional PID and the DE-FOPID controller bear with
undershoot, but not the proposed MA-FOPID. The
performance of MA-FOPID in achieving the desired
maximum overshoot is shown in Table II. Also, the controller
parameters achieved by EAs are shown in Table II.

CONCOLUSION
In this article, performance comparison of conventional PID
controller and that of fractional order PID controller has been
presented. A novel memetic algorithm was proposed and its
superb performance on designing a fractional order PID
controller in the face of the differential evolution algorithm
was investigated and observed. Comparing the responses
obtained by the conventional PID with fractional PID
controllers, the better performance of system with the
fractional order PID controllers was observed.
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Table I: Description of the Test Problems, Desired Specifications and Parameter Settings For EAS
Parameter Settings for EAs
Maximum
Maximum Rise
Process plant transfer function
No. of
Initial
No. of
overshoot (%)
time (sec)
Variables Population Iterations
−1.39[ b − 1.99[ − 0.2577
10
0.3
5
50
50
[ } + 1.408[ b + 0.656[ + 0.1013
1.4

1.2

Reference

Reference
PID
DE FOPID
MA FOPID

PID
1.2

DE FOPID

1

MA FOPID
1
0.8

0.6
A m p lit u d e

A m p lit u d e

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0

0

-0.2

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25
Time

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

-0.2

0

0.5

1

1.5
Time

2

2.5

3

Figure 1.Comparative simulation results of Bioreactor control (green line: conventional PID controller, red line: FOPID controller by DE, and light blue
line: FOPID controller by proposed MA)

Table II: Unit Step Response of Comparative Results of Designed Controllers Applied on the Plant
Parameters
Unit Step Response
Controller
Used
Kp
Ki
λ
Kd
Over Shoot (%) Rise Time (sec) Steady State Error
Conventional PID
-32.6219 -5.1297
0.6811
33.712
0.03144
5.3346e-03
FOPID Tuned by DE
-25.5371 -5.0373 0.4337 1.3238 0.6616
9.281
0.05523
3.4441e-03
FOPID Tuned by MA
-28
-10
0.7335
1
0.1609
1.338
0.05681
2.5271e-03
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